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The phase transformations and structure of 
0U83.34 Pt16.86 alloy 
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The structure and phase transformation of Cu83.34 Pt16.66 alloy have been investigated by X-ray 
diffraction, TEM, differential thermal analysis, and measurements of electrical resistance and 
hardness. It was found that this alloy underwent a spinodal order decomposition. During heat 
treatment, superstructure with an fcc  structure was formed rapidly and then progressively 
transformed to the stable ordered phase PtCu5 with an fc r structure. 

1. Introduction 
According to the binary phase diagram compiled by 
He Chunxiao and Ma Guang-chen [1], the Cu-Pt  
system forms a continuous solid solution at elevated 
temperature and shows an order-disorder trans- 
formation over a wide range of 3 to 93 at % Cu at low 
temperature, and a disorder intermittency only as the 
content of copper reaches 72 at %. Rudniskii [2] recon- 
structed the Cu-Pt system phase diagram by using 
the thermoelectric property method. In the copper- 
rich range (i.e. in the range of  71.39 to 94.61 at %), the 
forms and transition temperatures of these two phase 
diagrams are not the same. Pulnickii [2] was the first 
to discover the intermetallic compound PtCu5 from 
the ultimate value of  the dependence of thermoelectric 
properties on composition, but no study on the struc- 
ture of the intermetallic compound has so far been 
reported. 

The phase transition and structure of a typical 
PtCu5 alloy (i.e. Cu83.34Pt16.66) w e r e  studied in the 
present paper by electrical properties, X-ray diffrac- 
tion and electron microscopy. It was found that the 
abnormal behaviour of  Cu83.34PtI6.66 alloy is different 
from the general order-disorder phase transition, 
which disagrees with previous results. Therefore it is 
necessary to make a further investigation. 

2. Experimental  m e t h o d s  
The purities of platinum and copper were 99.98 and 
99.999%, respectively. The composition of the alloy 
was 16.66 at % Pt and the balance copper. The charge 
was pressed, put into an alumina crucible and then 
melted in a high-frequency induction furnace in an 
atmosphere of argon and then cast in a water-cooled 
copper die-casting. The ingot casting was worked into 
a thin wire or thin sheet by conventional methods at 
an intermediate annealing temperature of 750 ° C and 
then water-quenched. The deformation of cold- 
worked specimens was more than 80%. The quenched 
material was held at 750 ° C for 10min and then water- 
quenched. The sample was heat-treated in a protective 
atmosphere of argon. 

The crystal structures of  the alloys treated under 
different heat-treatment conditions were analysed by 

using a Geigerflex D/max-74 X-ray diffractometer 
with CuKe radiation at 40 kV. The resistance and 
resistivity of  the alloys were measured by conventional 
methods. The heating rate in  the measurement of  
high-temperature resistance was 8 ° C m i n - l .  The 
Vickers hardness of the alloy was measured in an 
MVK-C hardness tester (load 100g). 

3. Results 
3.1. The relation between resistance and 

temperature 
The relation between resistance and temperature is 
shown in Fig. 1. The relative resistance change AR/Ro 
(R0 is the resistance at 0 ° C) of the quenched specimen 
increases with rising measuring temperature, when the 
temperature is higher than 250°C, the resistance 
reduces linearly and reaches a minimum at 500 ° C. 
After that, the resistance increases strongly, then 
becomes steady when the temperature is higher than 
725°C. The (AR/Ro)- T curve of the specimen 
which was aged at 400°C for 2 h is similar, but the 
resistance within the range 250 to 500 ° C is not reduced 
so quickly as for the quenched specimen. The room- 
temperature resistivity was measured after the cold- 
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Figure 1 Resistance against temperature: (O) as-quenched; (zx) as- 
aged (400 ° C, 2 h); (e )  as-annealed (10 rain). 
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Figure 2 Electrical property changes of  cold-worked specimens 
during ageing at 300 ° C. 

worked specimen was kept at different temperatures 
for 10min, and then quenched into water. It can be 
seen from Fig. 1 that the resistivity varies with quen- 
ching temperature in a similar way to the above 
situation, but its minimum has drifted to 450 ° C. The 
difference between cold-worked and annealed resistiv- 
ity is up to 40%. This indicates that there is an order- 
ing phenomenon in the alloy. 

3.2. The effect of isothermal ageing on 
properties 

The changes of room-temperature resistivity and 
strain sensitivity K with time of treatment at 300°C 
for cold-worked specimens are shown in Fig. 2. The 
resistivity reduces quickly during the first 20min, 
while with increase of time the reduction of resistivity 
becomes slower. However, the change of  strain sen- 
sitivity with time is just the opposite: it increases 
quickly at first and then becomes slower after 10 rain. 

For  the quenched specimen aged at 300 ° C, the 
relation between hardness and time is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. The hardness increases with time and reaches 
a maximum at 300 min; the hardness increase is almost 
twice as much. 

3.3. Microstructure of the alloy 
The alloy sheet was thinned to about 10nm using a 
Model 600 Duai ion mill, then this thin-foil sample 
was put on a sample holder for observing in a JEM- 
2000EX electron microscope. It can be seen from Figs 
4a, b and c that there exists homogeneously a periodic 
modulation structure in the whole crystal; this cor- 
rugated organization cannot be prevented even with a 
quenching technique. A periodic composition cluster 
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Figure 3 Hardness change of quenched specimens during ageing a t  

300°C. l k g f  = 9.8N. 

is shown at the initial stage of ageing, with a modula- 
tion wavelength of 8 nm (Fig. 4b). With prolonged 
time at 400 ° C (Fig. 4c) the corrugated streak contrast 
changes from weak to strong and the modulation 
wavelength increases to 11 nm. The absence of  precipi- 
tate at grain boundaries and the phase decompositions 
taking place on both sides of the grain boundaries can 
be seen from Fig. 4b. These characteristics indicate 
that spinodal decomposition is produced during the 
heat-teatment of the alloy. It is seen from the diffrac- 
tion pattern (Fig. 4d) that there are some ordered 
diffraction spots in addition to the matrix diffraction 
spots; this new phase belongs to a tetragonal system 
by indexing. 

3.4. Structure analysis 
After being kept in the temperature range of 400 to 
800°C for 10 min, the alloy was quenched into water 
at gravity acceleration velocity, then isothermal treat- 
ment of the quenched specimen was carried out at 
400 ° C. The crystal structure and changes of  the lattice 
constants of quenched and aged alloys are shown in 
Fig. 5 and Table I. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that for 
quenched specimens there are two weak superlattice 
lines besides the fc c solid-solution lines. With a reduc- 
tion of quenching temperature or a prolonging of  the 
time at 400 ° C, the strength of the ordered line increases 
and the matrix lattice constant gradually reduces. The 
superstructure formed quickly is unstable and after 
ageing for 2 h a weak line appears on the left side of 
(1 1 0). As the time at 400 ° C increases to 27 h, the new 
lines become more numerous and stronger, and the 
superstructure lines disappear. Meanwhile, some new 
lines become split off from the right-hand sides of  
(1 1 1), (200), (220), (3 1 1) and become more and 
more clear. The new lines occupy a dominant position 
after ageing for 100h. The alloy is transformed to a 
stable phase PtCu5 of  the tetragonal system. 

T A B L E I Crystal structure and lattice constants  of  quenched specimens during ageing at 400 ° C* 

Property Time (h) 

As-quenched 5 50 100 

Crystal structure ~ + ~' (less) ~ + c~' + o/(less) )' + ~ 7 + • (less) 
Lattice constants  (rim) 

a 0.36776 0.36745 0.36720 0.36715 
a'  0.308 0.309 
c 0.492 0.495 

*~ and c( represent f c c  solid solution and superlattice, respectively; 7 has the f c r  tetragonal system with lattice constants  a'  and c. 
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Figure 4 Electron micrographs (a) as-quenched; (b) as cold-worked, 400 ° C, l0 sec; (c) as-quenched, 400 ° C, 50 h; (d) diffraction pattern. 

3.5. Differential thermal analysis (DTA)  
The scanning was carried out at the heating rate of 
10°C min-~ by using a Perkin-Elmer Type 1700 DTA 
applications. Fig. 6 shows the thermoanalytical curves. 
The quenched specimen has an exothermic peak at 
334 ° C, but the peak disappears after ageing the speci- 
men at 400 ° C for 5 h. As the heating rate increases the 
peak moves toward a higher temperature. The apparent 
activation energy (1.07 eV) of the exothermic peak can 
be obtained by using the relation between the heating 
rate and the peak temperature. There is a consider- 

able endothermal peak at 721°C for both quenched 
and aged specimens. This shows the existence of the 
first kind of phase transition in Cuss.34Pt16.66 alloy. 

4. Discussion 
According to the resistance change and X-ray diffrac- 
tion pattern at the inception of ageing, the alloy 
Cu8334Pt16.66 seems to show an ordering phenomenon. 
However, there exist a series of abnormal behaviours 
for properties and organization structure, which are 
different from the general order-disorder phase 
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Figure 5 X-ray diffraction patterns of quenched alloys 
after 400 ° C heat treatment: (a) 0 h, (b) 2 h, (c) 27 h, (d) 
100h. 
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Figure 6 DTA curves: (1) as-aged 
(400 ° C, 5 h); (2) as-quenched. 

transition. Although it is known that when an alloy 
transforms from a disordered to an ordered phase, the 
strain sensitivity should reduce, however the strain 
sensitivity of the alloy Cu83.34Pt16.66 increases as it 
undergoes an order transformation (see Fig. 2). This 
behaviour is similar to the precipitation of super- 
saturated solid solution. For precipitation decom- 
position there should be inoculation period at the 
inception of ageing and then the resistance peak 
appears, but this is completely at variance with the 
results shown in Figs 2 and 3. There is no inoculation 
period in the curves of 0, K and Hv against log t. 
The resistivity reduces linearly while the value of K 
increases linearly; the changes of these properties 
for this alloy are much greater than for a common 
ordered alloy. In addition, the transition temperature 
for an ordered alloy (e.g. AuCu) is a definite point, but 
for Cu83.34Pt16.66 alloy it changes over a wider range of 
temperature, from disorder at 450 ° C to complete dis- 
order at 725°C (Fig. 1). Obviously, it is impossible 
to explain these contradictions only by an order- 
disorder transformation. 

During the initial ageing, a typical periodic modula- 
tion structure can be observed even in the quenched 
state. The corrugated streak contrast becomes stronger 
with the prolonging of ageing time. This phenomenon 
cannot be explained by a strain-induced modulation 
mechanism. Because the modulation structure result- 
ing from a nucleation and growth mechanism appears 
only at the coarse stage of the last time of ageing, the 
homogeneous corrugated modulation structure of 
Cu83.34Pt16.66 alloy does not depend on the coarsening 
process; composition clusters increase gradually with- 
out a considerable phase boundary. These characteris- 
tics are one of the main pieces of evidence for spinodal 
decomposition. The process of spinodal decomposition 
is continuous and homogeneous, and is not very sen- 
sitive to defects such as grain boundaries and disloca- 
tion, and this is another important characteristic of 
spinodal decomposition of an alloy. Therefore neither 
an order-disorder phase transition nor precipitation 

decomposition exists in the alloy, and there should 
exist spinodal order decomposition of the super- 
saturated solid solution. The temperature of spinodal 
decomposition is 721°C. The spinodal order decom- 
position for the alloy, i.e. the coexistence of modula- 
tion decomposition and order, is further verified by 
X-ray analysis. The initial separated products are the 
fcc  ordered phase co-latticed with the matrix. The 
new phase is in the metastable state and then trans- 
forms gradually into the stable ordered phase PtCu5 
with a tetragonal system with the prolonging of heat 
treatment. The composition of the alloy CH83.34Pt16.66 is 
just at the point of tangency of the precipitate and 
spinodal decomposition curves, and it can be decom- 
posed directly without the process of nucleation and 
growth. There is no obvious boundary between the 
decomposed part and the original phase, but a com- 
plete co-lattice state. The exothermic peak in Fig. 6 is 
caused by modulation decomposition. The activation 
energy of spinodal decomposition is four times smaller 
than the activation energy of self-diffusion for solute 
copper. 

As it is not necessary to reach the nucleation barrier 
when the spinodal decomposition takes place, there is 
no inoculation period in the process of decomposition, 
and the rate of decomposition is very fast, so that the 
properties and the structures change greatly at the 
initial ageing stage. Because the separated products 
are dispersed in the ordered phase, the strengthening 
effect is obvious: the hardness doubles and redoubles, 
and the resistivity reduces greatly. 

To sum up, the alloy CU83.34PtI6.66 is a disotrdered 
solid solution if the temperature is higher than 721°C 
and undergoes a spinodal order decomposition if the 
temperature is lower than 721 ° C. At first a metastable 
superstructure is formed quickly, then it transforms 
gradually into the stable ordered phase PtCu5 with a 
tetragonal system. Therefore the conclusions about 
the solubility curve and the order phase change within 
the copper-rich range of the Cu-Pt  system [1] may be 
incorrect and should be revised. 
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